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IntroductionIntroduction

This method is a two step approach to develop a This method is a two step approach to develop a 
discriminative feature selection for object part discriminative feature selection for object part 
recognition and detection.recognition and detection.
The first step extracts scale and affine invariant The first step extracts scale and affine invariant 
local features.local features.
The second generates and trains a model using The second generates and trains a model using 
the features in a “weakly supervised” approach.the features in a “weakly supervised” approach.



Local DescriptorsLocal Descriptors

DetectorsDetectors
HarrisHarris--LaplaceLaplace
HarrisHarris--AffineAffine
Entropy (Kadir & Brady)Entropy (Kadir & Brady)

DescriptorsDescriptors
SIFT (Scale Invariant Feature Transform)SIFT (Scale Invariant Feature Transform)



LearningLearning

This is also a two step processThis is also a two step process
Part ClassifierPart Classifier

EM clustering in the descriptor spaceEM clustering in the descriptor space

Part SelectionPart Selection
Ranking by classification likelihoodRanking by classification likelihood
Ranking by mutual information criterionRanking by mutual information criterion



Learning the part classifiersLearning the part classifiers

With the clustering set positive descriptors are obtained to estWith the clustering set positive descriptors are obtained to estimate a imate a 
Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM). It is a parametric estimation of tGaussian Mixture Model (GMM). It is a parametric estimation of the he 
of the probability distribution of the local descriptors.of the probability distribution of the local descriptors.

Where K is the number of Gaussian components and: Where K is the number of Gaussian components and: 

The dimension of the vectors x is 128 corresponding to the dimenThe dimension of the vectors x is 128 corresponding to the dimensions of the sions of the 
SIFT features. SIFT features. 



Learning the part classifiersLearning the part classifiers

The model parameters The model parameters µµii, , ΣΣii and P(Cand P(Cii) are computed with the ) are computed with the 
expectationexpectation--maximization (EM) algorithm. The EM is initialized with maximization (EM) algorithm. The EM is initialized with 
the output of the Kthe output of the K--means algorithm. This are the equations to means algorithm. This are the equations to 
update the parameters at the update the parameters at the jthjth maximization (M) step.maximization (M) step.



Learning the part classifiersLearning the part classifiers
The clusters are obtained from assigning each descriptor to its The clusters are obtained from assigning each descriptor to its closest closest 
component. The clusters typically contain representative object component. The clusters typically contain representative object parts or textures.parts or textures.

Here we see some characteristic 
clusters of each database.

With the mixture model a boundary 
is defined for each component to 
form K part classifiers. Each classifier 
is associated with one Gaussian

A test feature y is assigned to the 
component i* having the highest 
probability.



SelectionSelection

The selection ranks the components according The selection ranks the components according 
to its ability to discriminate between the objectto its ability to discriminate between the object--
class and the background.class and the background.

By classification likelihoodBy classification likelihood. Promotes having high . Promotes having high 
true positives and low false positives.true positives and low false positives.
By mutual information.By mutual information. Selects part classifiers based Selects part classifiers based 
on the information content to separate background on the information content to separate background 
from the objectsfrom the objects--class.class.



Ranking by classification likelihoodRanking by classification likelihood

The ranking is computed as follows:The ranking is computed as follows:

Where VWhere V(u)(u) and Vand V(n)(n) are the unlabeled (potentially positive) descriptors vare the unlabeled (potentially positive) descriptors vjj
(u) (u) 

and negative descriptors vand negative descriptors vjj
(n)(n) from the from the validation setvalidation set. Performs selection by . Performs selection by 

classification rate. This component hay have very low recall ratclassification rate. This component hay have very low recall rates. Even es. Even 
though this parts are individually rare, combinations of them prthough this parts are individually rare, combinations of them provide ovide 
sufficient recall with excellent precision.sufficient recall with excellent precision.

Recall: true features/(Recall: true features/(true features + true negatives)true features + true negatives)



Ranking by mutual informationRanking by mutual information

Best to select a few Best to select a few 
discriminative general part discriminative general part 
classifiers.classifiers.
Ranks parts classifiers based Ranks parts classifiers based 
on their information on their information 
content for separating the content for separating the 
background from the background from the 
objectobject--class.class.
The mutual information of The mutual information of 
component Ccomponent Cii and objectand object--
class O is:class O is:

Naively assumes all 
unlabeled as the object



Final feature ClassifierFinal feature Classifier

Based on the ranking, the n part classifiers of the Based on the ranking, the n part classifiers of the 
highest rank are chosen and marked as positive.highest rank are chosen and marked as positive.
The rest are marked as negative, the true The rest are marked as negative, the true 
negative and the nonnegative and the non--discriminative positive discriminative positive 
ones.ones.
Note that each part classifier is based on a Note that each part classifier is based on a 
Gaussian component, thus the MAP criterion Gaussian component, thus the MAP criterion 
only activates one part classifier per descriptor.only activates one part classifier per descriptor.



ApplicationsApplications

Initial step for localization within images. The Initial step for localization within images. The 
output is not binary but a ranking of the part output is not binary but a ranking of the part 
classification.classification.
Classification of the presence or absence of an Classification of the presence or absence of an 
object in an image. Here is required an object in an image. Here is required an 
additional criterion of additional criterion of how many p positivehow many p positive
classified descriptors are required to mark the classified descriptors are required to mark the 
presence of an object. The authors uses this presence of an object. The authors uses this 
because it is easier to compare.because it is easier to compare.



Experimental ResultsExperimental Results
Feature selection with increasing n

Precision by detector and ranking



Experimental ResultsExperimental Results

ROC (Receiver Operating Characteristic) True positives on equal-error rate



Experimental ResultsExperimental Results



Experimental ResultsExperimental Results
Selection of the entropy detector

Selection results of different feature detectors



Thanks!Thanks!
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